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Scammers created a ghost ID
Julia Antonio / julia‐antonio13@hotmail.com / juliaantonio210@gmail.com
to circulate a CV stolen from a Portuguese translator living in Germany.
The address shown on the fake CV (Via Ostilia 46, 00184 Rome, Italy) is, in fact, an underground parking
garage! Click http://goo.gl/REB1f0 to see it!
Scammers have also created these FAKE ONLINE PROFILES:
Translators Café:
LinkedIn:

http://www.translatorscafe.com/cafe/member229323.htm
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/julia‐antonio/9a/737/54b

One of the listening antennas of the TRANSLATOR SCAMMERS DIRECTORY confronted the scammer with
“her” fake CV. The response came, as usual, from another Gmail address –
standard.translator2@gmail.com – and the dialog (on 16JUL2014) went as follows:
Dear Julia Antonio,
Is this true?
https://twitter.com/tsdirectory/status/489377878036189184

Hello. NO this is not true.
This is my profile on Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/julia‐antonio/9a/737/54b
This is my profile on Translationcafe:
http://www.translatorscafe.com/cafe/member229323.htm
Looking forward to collaborate with you.
Regards,
Julia

Interesting... Do you also use standard.translator2@gmail.com ???
Tell me, why do you circulate a CV stolen from a translator in Germany?
If you did that, I have to report you as a scammer.
This is my other email.
Regards
Really?
And the fake CV you are using, why is that?
It's not fake CV
Why you think it's fake CV?
Why? Because it’s being distributed on the Internet as a fake CV showing its genuine owner.
ARE YOU A SCAMMER?
Who you are?
Is that your question, after a serious and proven accusation of professional credentials theft?
I am the one who should ask: who are you, and why are you impersonating a real translator?
I AM THE REAL TRANSLATOR.
Prove it! You state in "your" CV:
Diploma (“Licenciatura”) in History – Teaching branch (Faculty of Arts, University of Porto, Portugal).
SEND ME A SCANNED COPY OF YOUR DIPLOMA FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF PORTO.
And, why do you live in an underground parking garage?
Can't you see you have been busted, scammer?
Why are doing this? Where do you live?
If I am not the real translator then where is the real translator?
Then I don't need to a prove anything to you.
Finally I live in Italy.
No copy of your diploma? The real translator is a Portuguese national, now living in Germany.
You stole her CV, you can see that.
Do you live in Italy? In an underground garage? Really?
No response?
It's confirmed: you are a scammer.
I wish you a miserable life.
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